Applying for Graduate Admission

We have a range of corporate agreements available. To apply students should submit the following:

Submit two professional recommendations
Submit official attested transcripts (in English) of all previously completed undergraduate and graduate coursework
A bachelor's degree from an accredited university with a 3.0 GPA or its equivalent.

To apply students should submit the following:

Complete the application form (application fee is waived for UAE residents)
Submit two professional recommendations
Submit official attested transcripts (in English) of all previously completed undergraduate and graduate coursework
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Why RIT Dubai?

- Study at one of the world’s top technological universities
- Study in the heart of the Silicon Oasis
- Learn in a multicultural environment

GLOBAL LOCATIONS

- Rochester, New York (Main Campus)
- Dubai Silicon Oasis, P.O. Box 341055, Dubai, U.A.E.

SCHOLARSHIPS

Scholarships are awarded to eligible applicants who are ranked in the top 1% of the world. RIT is a leader in offering undergraduate and postgraduate scholarships. Undergraduate and postgraduate students are automatically considered for merit-based scholarships. Scholarship opportunities are available for all levels of study. Scholarships are also available for international students.
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The graduate program in electrical engineering combines theoretical fundamentals as well as practical aspects in this dynamic field, and educates internationally who are helping to shape the future of the engineering sector. Our alumni include senior decision makers from across the UAE and internationally who have made significant contributions to the field of electrical engineering, project engineering and general management field. Our alumni include senior decision makers from across the UAE and internationally who have made significant contributions to the field of electrical engineering, project engineering and general management field.